The sunny side of things

chanson

Frank Churchill (1901-1942)

Language: anglais
Date: 1938
Note: Chanson pour le film "Breaking the ice" de Edward F. Cline (1938). - Paroles de Paul Francis Webster
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Editions of this work

partitions

partitions (2)

→ Film dist. R. K. O. Radio films Breaking the ice.... Paroles anglaises de Paul Francis Webster
   Material description: 3 fasc. in-fol.
   Note: Note : Sans couv.
   Compositeur: Frank Churchill (1901-1942)
   Link: catalogue

→ The sunny side of things
   from the Sol Lesser production "Breaking the ice"
   Material description: 5 p. ; ill. ; 31 cm
   Compositeur: Frank Churchill (1901-1942)
   Parolier: Paul Francis Webster (1907-1984)
   Link: catalogue
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Related authors

Authors related to The sunny side of things

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

The sunny side of things in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages
This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb170361265

Sources

Wikipedia (2016-03-30)